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New and Improved OPW Island Forms

Dear Valued Customer,

Based on feedback that we received from you, OPW has invested in new tooling for our
sheet metal island form business.  This new tooling is intended to:

Improve our capacity, so that we can continue to meet the increasing demand for new
islands.
Address certain aesthetic concerns that have been pointed out to us by our sharp-
eyed customer base
Ensure consistency in bend profile, so that pieces match up the first time, every time.

Please see below for some photos of the updated island forms, showcasing the
improvements.

We are also happy to announce that OPW now offers our island forms pre-assembled at the
factory, so that you can "plug and play" the island just like you do with our Loop and
Electrotite products!  Please note, due to shipping considerations, there are only certain
island form sizes that we can pre-assemble in the plant.

Finally, we are also happy to introduce the OPW Loop Hanging Kit - this kit is intended to
install directly onto our island form and makes hanging our Loop Sumps a breeze - all you
do is:

1. Set the Loop Hangar in the OPW Island Form
2. Hang the Loop on the hangar

https://mailchi.mp/opwglobal/electrotite-tank-sump-1095490?e=[UNIQID]
http://www.opwglobal.com/


3. Rigidly attach the loop frame to the hangar - you can use zip-screws in the pre-drilled
holes, or tack weld

Please note that ordering specifications have not changed.  Parts are not backwards
compatible with models made prior to August, 2020.  The part numbers and list prices are
shown below:

The pre-assembled Island Forms are available for any island up to and including width of 4
feet and length of 5 feet.

To order a pre-assembled Island Form:

Add "-ASSY" to the part number
Max width 4 foot
Max length 5 foot

Add $100 to the List Price



If you have any questions, please contact your local OPW District Manager or our Customer
Service department at 1-800-422-2525.  If you would like more information on our complete
product line, please visit our website at www.opwglobal.com.  As always, we appreciate your
continued support!

Wolfgang E. Sanyer, PE
Product Manager
OPW Retail Fueling
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